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intelligence elsewhere spies and espionage
Former Senior CIA Officer John Sipher breaks down the new book A Spy in Plain Sight in this Undercover book review

america’s most infamous spy in plain sight
But this economic espionage is also ubiquitous. Spies “are very much part of Rusnano USA employees and suspected Russian intelligence officers based at Russia’s San Francisco Consulate and

how silicon valley became a den of spies
Western intelligence services also seek out prospective spies from universities appear to have been unwittingly drawn into a life of espionage. Job adverts from the company were posted

china lured graduate jobseekers into digital espionage
A double agent who operated for the CIA and the Dutch security service against the Stasi tells his story for the first time.

revealed: untold story of the cia/stasi double agent abandoned after 22 years of service
We interviewed M extensively between 2019 and 2021 about his career as a spy during the Cold War published in the International Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence.

the inside story of the cold war double agent who says he was abandoned after decades of service

There’s a new super spy in town. Virginia Hall was the real-world spy whose daring adventures behind enemy lines during WWII helped guarantee an Allied victory. She gathered valuable information,

the wwii super spy
The previous decade had represented a long and difficult transition for U.S. intelligence from the requirements of Cold War espionage and While these “spy commandos” have enjoyed much

u.s. intelligence after the war on terror
But another former counterintelligence officer noted that US intelligence services sometimes aren’t aware of student spies until they become more actively engaged in carrying out espionage

suspected russian spy was well-liked by classmates, but something just seemed a little off
Since the collapse of the Soviet Union until his capture in a 2008 Drug Enforcement Administration sting operation in Bangkok, Viktor Bout supplied a rogue’s gallery of governments and militias with

who is viktor bout? infamous arms dealer may be in a russian prisoner swap for brittney griner, paul whelan
On paper, it looked like a fantastic deal. In 2017, the Chinese government was offering to spend $100 million to build an ornate Chinese garden at the National Arboretum in Washington DC. Complete

fbi investigation determined chinese-made
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huawei equipment could disrupt us nuclear arsenal communications
The head of the FBI and the leader of Britain’s domestic intelligence agency (M15 Ken McCallum said that the concerns of economic espionage commissioned by China continues to be a major

us and uk intelligence chiefs raises fresh alarm on china's industrial spies
Beijing [China], July 8 (ANI): China on Thursday refuted the US and UK intelligence services over Wray's comments denouncing economic espionage and hacking operations by China and the Chinese

cchina refutes us, uk official's alarm over espionage charges

will foster espionage and a nest of spies in their community. On the other are city officials who dismiss any concerns over foreign intrigue and point to the economic promise of what they call the

economic boon or security threat? american city torn over chinese milling project
These are the words of double agent “M”, who operated for the Dutch security service and the CIA against the East German Stasi for 22 years. In early 1985, it appeared that the Stasi may have